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Mountain bikes should be called
freedom bikes because they give us
the freedom to explore the natural
world. Whether your thing is flowing
over rolling singletrack or bombing
sketchy downhills, we’ve got the
mountain-bike kit for you.
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An unrestricting jersey for unrestricted
off-road rides.
Vibrant and lightweight, our SASSO jerseys
have a round collar for comfort and a
lengthened back for extra coverage under a
hydration pack.
We also sourced a special fabric that is more
resistant to abrasions caused by rough foliage
or the rubbing of backpacks.

An unrestricted jersey for unrestricted offroad rides. Featuring our SASSO jersey ﬁt with
round collar and lengthened back but with
a totally new strong design, the ROCK jersey
is your key to adventure. Ideal for carrying
backpacks as the fabric on the back is
abrasion resistant.

Just because you ride on dirt it doesn’t
mean you should compromise race-like
performance from your cycling jerseys.
Our TERRA jerseys give you a full-length
zipper, pockets, and a performance ﬁt just
like our high-end road jerseys, they’re just
made from a specially-source anti-abrasion
fabric so they’ll stand up to the rigors of offroad riding.
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Sasso long-sleeve jersey is a tailored mountainbike jersey option for the cross-country rider.
Made from elasticated Trophy fabric, with a
relaxed, flowy ﬁt and a wide V-neck.

If you take your off-road cycling seriously, you
want a serious kit.
Santini’s SELVA MTB shorts are built for the
challenges of mountain riding.
Made in abrasion-resistant stretch fabric with
a water-repellent and anti-dirt treatment,
they come with Velcro adjustments at the
waist for a hassle-free ﬁt and are sized to ﬁt
lycra shorts or technical underwear with a
chamois underneath.
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An unrestricting jersey for unrestricted off-road
rides and cut for women.

If you take your off-road cycling seriously, you
want serious kit.

Vibrant and lightweight, our SASSO jerseys have
a round collar for comfort and a lengthened
back for extra coverage under a hydration pack.

Santini’s SELVA MTB shorts and are cut for
women built for the challenges of mountain
riding.

We also sourced a special fabric that is more
resistant to abrasions caused by rough foliage
or the rubbing of backpacks.

Made in abrasion-resistant stretch fabric with
a water-repellent and anti-dirt treatment, they
come with Velcro adjustments at the waist
for a hassle-free ﬁt and are sized to ﬁt lycra
shorts or technical underwear with a chamois
underneath.
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You ride your bike on dirt roads and trails, but that
doesn’t mean you should compromise race-like
performance from your cycling jerseys.
Our TERRA jersey give you a full-length zipper,
pockets, and a performance ﬁt like our high-end
road jerseys, they’re just made from a speciallysource anti-abrasion fabric so they’ll stand up
to the rigors of off-road riding.

An unrestricted jersey for unrestricted off-road
rides. Featuring our SASSO jersey ﬁt with round
collar and lengthened back but with a totally
new strong design, the ROCK jersey is your key
to adventure. Ideal for carrying backpacks as the
fabric on the back is abrasion resistant.
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Complete thermoregulation. Speciﬁcally designed
for the cold. This Cyclocross bodysuit provides full
body protection.
Warm, water-resistant and nud proof. Made from
Blizzard H20 thermofleece which acts as a supreme
buffer against the elements.
Get an adge on the competition as you sling your
bike accross your back with the double layer
padding on the shoulders. Includes GITevo padding
with twist gel core for guaranteed comfort.

Warm thermofleece tights with side zippers from
ankles to the waist. Great for Cyclocross, they keep
you warm before the race starts.
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Invisible core protection. Enjoy a supreme
ﬁt with this lightweight sleeveless base
layer made from Avatar mesh. Specially
engineered for a tight elastic ﬁt. Incorporates
an elongated cut to provide maximum
coverage avoiding a bulky feel when worn
under bibshorts. Available in 3 colours.
Durable design. Engineered to withstand
heavy use.
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Sleeveless base layer tailored for women
made from lightweight Avatar mesh. Snug
ﬁt under your bib-shorts is assured with
the elongated cut. It proportionally provides
extra coverage on the back compared to the
sides. Provides an elasticated ﬁt thanks to
the elasticated stitching along the bottom.
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Our newly developed PrimaLoft® Dry, is a silkweight base layer leveraging the advanced fabric
technology unique to PrimaLoft®; resulting in an
all-season garment that delivers lightweight warmth
when at rest, and extreme breathability when active.
Elongated cut to provide maximum coverage avoiding
a bulky feel when worn under bibs.

Technical under shorts made with elasticated
soft mesh fabric to promote perspiration
facilitating the evaporation of moisture
produced by the body. Soft jacquard elastic
at waist for great comfort and GITevo
chamois with anti-shock Twist gel core.

Medium support bra, great for indoor and
outdoor activities. Featuring fully adjustable
crossable straps, hook- eye closure and
loops to hold your cardio belt.
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When we ride our bikes into the sometimes
harsh natural environment, we need extra
protection.
Santini’s long-ﬁnger MTB gloves come with
a non-slip silicone print on the palm and
ﬁngertips, are made of abrasion-resistant
fabric, and have a reflective Santini logo on
the wrist for maximum visibility.
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Aero and comfortable gloves with breathable elastic micromesh
on the back.
Non-slip suede gripper on the palm and terry thumb
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Puro high proﬁle socks. Clean and elegant design to complete
your look and deliver extreme comfort, high performance and
hard-wearing properties with their 96% Poliammide 4% Elastan
blend. The high proﬁle cuff provides the modern elegance trait
while maintaining the perfect ﬁt.
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